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Introduction

In a future scenario that take place sometime after the Anthropocene the story 
is based on a era where computers had a consciousness and how that would 
effect us humans. That led me to address the extinction of the human value, 
when robots and artificial intelligence replace humans in both labour and
domination of the planet. From that adoption I propose a place where we could 
enhance our unique human qualities as emotional depth, empathy, intimacy.
To articulate a narrow and specific space the idea needed a more local site and 
I thought about a appropriate place to focus on. I decided to map the subway 
because it’s a place where many people are in and it would be easy to reach out 
with an idea of connection.
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Algorithmic Consciousness

What will come after the Anthropocene? Probably some hi-tech era, but how 
will that affect the relationship between humans and computers/robots when 
both are conscious? A big difference between humans and computers has been 
that we have a consciousness; but that difference is already becoming blurrier 
as the development of advanced engineering is starting to peak.

During the 1950’s the Turing test was invented by the British mathematician 
Alan Turing, who was one of the pioneers under the early ages of computers. 
The test assumed that if you interact in a longer conversation that could
include discussions, games or other social conventions with a computer and
a human without knowing who is who, and after failed to tell which one was
a computer, then you should treat the computer as it has a consciousness.
It doesn’t prove anything, but it’s a social and legal convention.
Alan Turing was homosexual and in the UK that was illegal during that time. 
He was sentenced for homosexual actions 1952 and was forced to suffer
a chemical castration. Two years later he committed suicide.
Turing knew by own experience that it didn’t matter who you really are – what 
mattered is what others think you are. According to Turing computers in the 
future would be like gay people were in the 1950’s. It doesn’t matter if
computers have a consciousness or not, what matters is what humans think 
about it.
Today’s platform where humans and computers interact the most is the
Internet and for that reason I choose Internet as the site to investigate.
But it could develop into a more specific forum or website to narrow it down 
over time. It has been discussed for a long time how Internet gives people
a non-physical space to act in and how that has altered our way of behaviour,
but what happens if and when Internet itself becomes conscious?
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Uncanny Valley
 

Computers will probably not have a consciousness in a foreseeable future but 
they might get quite intelligent. Ever since humans started to consider
themselves as conscious beings, we connect consciousness with intelligence.
To carry out an intelligent act like playing chess, driving a car or recognizing 
a particular face, you need to be conscious. But today a computer can do all of 
these things, without any sensations or feelings.
A big difference between chess and the ancient board game Go is that chess is 
very much about calculating future moves, in Go on the other hand you play 
more with intuition and for that reason it has been impossible for a computer 
to beat the human masters in Go. Until last year when Google’s computer
DeepMind learned the game by itself and defeated the worlds best Go player.
So it seems like intelligence is becoming decoupled from consciousness as
evolution continues and what does that mean for humans? That our value 
could become extinct.

In Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam trilogy The Year of The Flood is the 2nd 
part, people can upgrade themselves (or others) to raise their value among 
different hybrids. This is what Claire Colebrook brings up when referring to 
Atwood;

What Atwood suggests, against the present idea that man might surpass
himself and find a new ecological future, is that such redemptive imaginaries 
have always allowed man to master life in order to maintain himself.

In a way physical upgrading has already begun, it always starts with medical 
care. A person suffers a car accident and needs a new arm, we invent a
prosthesis that could be attached to the body and controlled by thoughts.
But why stop there, soon we could use that advanced technique to give healthy 
people stronger bodies and trimmed organs as well. Of course it would be quite 
expensive to upgrade your body like that and it would increase the gap between 
already existing various layers of society. But that hasn’t stopped us before.
So how do we heal the coming exhaustion of our value? Maybe through
focusing on increasing what we already have that robots do not have could be a 
way. The things that make us humans like emotional depth, empathy, intimacy, 
art and music.
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Wholesome PR
 

What will humans do when many of the jobs we know about today will be
replaced by computer algorithms? Jobs like telemarketer, insurance agent, 
stockbroker, cashier, chefs, waiter, legal assistance, bus driver, construction 
worker, security guard, carpenter and so on1. It will for sure come up new types 
of jobs in the coming 20 years but the crucial thing will be to find jobs and 
activities that humans are better at than algorithms. When an artificial super 
intelligence understands that humans are otiose it could decide to eliminate 
humanity in fear of that we will pull the plug before they take over the planet. 
It could start with a quite sympathetically goal as a company that construct an 
AI with the task to calculate pi. Before we know about it the AI takes over the 
planet and obliterates humankind, then starts a conquest over the galaxy and 
transform the universe that we know of to a gigantic super computer that in 
millions of years calculate pi increasingly exact. Because that was the task it got 
from it creator.

A suitable place for increasing our human qualities would be in the education 
sector, where subjects as emotional intelligence for example could provide
people to cope in a future world where things are changing faster and faster. 
But it could also be a smaller and more local site than the school system,
a place that would reach several people.
The metro system is a perfect platform. Lots of people use it everyday and 
while passing through the city, a message can easily be seen. A subway usually 
contains a place to sit if you are lucky, maps and information about the public 
transport system and advertising. Very much advertising.
How would it be if all the commercial signboards where replaced with
something else that could get people to think of something more fulfilling than 
sales and gadgets? All the adds are designed out of images, images as a thing 
that includes economics, fabrication, dreams and desires.
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Metal Mycelium
 

Steel cars flow through Stockholm’s underground with electricity connected by 
a third rail, transporting people from A to B. The older subway squeaks while 
the cars shake through the tunnels, the later train model is smoother but it 
creates sparks here and there from the tracks.
Sometimes you enter a tunnel at the same time as the line next to it and
windows full of people start to pass by like a current of temporary neighbours. 
All these people are in their own world connected in different experiences 
through music, media, literature or daydreams, various layers of statesof mind. 
Sitting down or standing next to each other, yet moving fast through the city. 
The material of the train is mainly steel, as well as the supporting elements 
around it that keep it moving are mostly composed of steel. At the same time 
the train constantly travels through another material where steel is extracted 
from – rock. We dig out the rocks and obtain the iron, then melt it together to 
trains that allow us to ride under all the queues and stop lights of the city.

The subway network is divided in different lines, coded with colours.
These lines are travelling in differentiating depths into the Earths terrain.
Like a mycelium the network spreads out under the surface. I estimate that the 
green line is the one that sees the most sunlight; the red line has about 50/50 
outdoor and indoor stations while the blue line mainly goes underground.
You can feel that while you are at a platform along the blue line, the cold, damp 
air is reminiscent of a cave. At Kungsträdgården, an end station on the blue 
line that is often deserted of people, seems to swarm of other life forms 29 
meters below sea level. Recently geo biologists explored two new fungal species 
that apparently take care of pollution from the subway. The key factor for this 
fungal is that they are exposed to artificial light, which is not the ordinary
situation in this type of climate zone and because of that photosynthesis is
ongoing in this rocky environment.
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Mind the Gap
 

There are different grades of privacy inside a subway car. If standing, you have 
many options of various pockets to be in, while sitting there is not more than 
one constellation of seating to choose between. Similar to booths, Stockholm’s 
subway has groups of seating that consists of 4 seats that goes along the entire 
car. In contrast to the local buses where almost all the seated passengers are 
looking forward, in the direction of travel and therefore see the backs of your 
fellow travellers heads. A more open situation takes place in the subway where 
people are facing each other and blend into a temporary group as they travel in 
the underground.  
A popular expression is a four, which refers to a group of 4 seats that form a 
square. When a group of friends enters the subway and are looking for a
suitable place to sit someone could say, “There is a four”. In this four all kinds 
of interactions and dramas take place, talking, listening, silence. Sometimes 
resting. The contrast of the early morning train that departs from a end station 
with a quiet atmosphere that starts to fill up as it passes station after station, 
soon it is all dense and packed but the boundaries within the four is still intact 
until someone leaves their seat.

As the city grows in population the four could be threatened for the sake of 
efficiency. The doors open and after allowing space for those who get off the 
train, commuters flow inside like liquid. If the squared shaped four would be 
replaced with two parallel lines of seats along the interior walls, many more 
standing commuters would fit in the train and the four will be gone. And with 
the four gone the subway will be even more anonymous.
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Summary

From a huge scale that included AI’s and internet the site went down to 4
specific seats in a subway car that targeted the situation that could appear
between people while travelling through the city. The story propose how the 
train ride could be a place where personal experience could take place that 
would enhance our connection to each other, rather than an anonymous space. 
In an era when we can connect to everything instantly but still are in the cradle, 
it’s easy to get decoupled from the space we share together.
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